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Introduction
The idea behind this project is to enhance Yioop's cache related functionality in terms of displaying cached versions of web pages and maintaining cache freshness. The web is an important source of information and is ever changing. Web pages that are active today may become inactive tomorrow. The Internet Archive takes regular snapshots of the web so that along with the current versions of web pages, previous versions are also accessible. It does not however, support full text search on the archived pages. It would be an improvement; if, along with the search results displayed by a search engine, users are also able to access cached copies of the page taken at an earlier date, and also, be able to perform full text search on cached pages. This is the motivation behind the first feature of this project which enables users to view all cached copies of a web page. The feature keeps track of cached pages during search time. A search engine may re-crawl a set of web pages after a certain number of days. If the content of the page has not changed, bandwidth is wasted on downloading the page again. results. The last section of the report is conclusion and future work.
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Background
Web Crawlers
Search engines use web crawlers to build their search index of the web. Web crawlers are programs that visit links, download the web pages for those links, extract links from the downloaded web pages, and repeat the process for the extracted links (Stefan Büttcher, 2010) .
The responsibilities of a web crawler include de-duplicating web pages, re-crawling web pages to ensure that the search index is up to date, assigning priority to web pages so that the most important web pages are re-crawled before the less important ones. Web crawlers maintain a priority queue of URLs that have already been seen to determine which URLs should be recrawled first (Stefan Büttcher, 2010) .
The Crawling Process
The crawling process starts with an initial set of URLs. The web crawler begins by selecting URLs from the priority queue of URLs. Next, the web crawler performs Domain Name Translation to determine the IP address for the URL. Before downloading a web page, a web crawler must check if it is allowed to download that web page. Web site owners use "robots.txt" file to indicate to web crawlers, the pages of the web pages it is allowed to crawl (About /robots.txt). A "robots.txt" file contains directions along with paths to resources that the web crawler may not download. Figure 1 shows an example of a robots.txt file. The "User-agent: crawler-name" is at the start of the file. It denotes the names of the crawlers for which, the instructions that follow, apply.
In the example, the * next to User-agent denotes that the instructions must be followed by all web crawlers (Stefan Büttcher, 2010) . The "Disallow: path" indicates that the web crawler must not download the resource. In the example, Disallow: / indicates that all the web crawler must not download any resource associated with the URL.
After making sure that a page can be downloaded, the web crawler downloads the page.
The web crawler then processes the page to extract information about the page which includes URLs. The page is then saved so that it may be added to the search engine's index. The URLs extracted during processing of the downloaded pages are then added to the priority queue of URLs. The web crawler then again extracts URLs from the priority queue, and the process continues.
Web Caches And Search Engines
A web cache is used to store copies of web pages accessed by the program maintaining the web cache. Maintaining web caches is useful as recent copies of web pages can be accessed without actually visiting the link for that particular web page. If a web page containing information of interest is not active, but the web cache contains a recent copy of the web page, the desired information can be obtained by accessing the cached copy (Web Cache).
Search engines also make use of web caches for saving copies of documents downloaded by their web crawlers. Commercial search engines like Google display the link to the cached version of the web page along with the results of the search query. Figure 2 shows how Google displays links to the cached version of a web page. Figure 3 shows what a cached page looks like. The top of the page contains the date at which the web page was cached.
13 noarchive: The noarchive directive can be used to tell the web crawler that a particular web page must not be archived. It can be specified using a <meta> tag within the contents of a web page, or specified using the X-Robots tag in the page headers. This feature is similar to the Internet Archive as the entire history of cache pages is accessible to the user. But the history feature allows users to do full-text searches on the cached pages which is not supported by the Internet Archive.
The WayBack Machine
Internet Archive's WayBack machine allows users to access the archived web pages.
The Wayback Machine allows users to enter the URL of the webpage for which they wish to see the archived pages. On entering the URL, the Wayback Machine redirects to a page that contains snapshots of the webpage grouped by years and months. Users can select year and month to view a particular snapshot of the web page. There can be more than one snapshots per day for a particular web page. The motivation behind the first feature of this project was to provide a feature similar to the WayBack Machine in a search engine so that users are able to access the archive of cached pages along with the latest version. The history feature in Yioop displays linked to all cached versions of a web page, grouped by year and month. 
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URL Modification In The WayBack Machine
The Internet Archive modifies the URLs of web pages before caching them. The URLs are modified so that they redirect to a cached page instead of the live page. The link is modified by appending the time at which the page was cached, and the URL to a web prefix. 
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The URL is modified using JavaScript. When a user clicks on a particular date in the WayBack Machine's history interface, the JavaScript calculates the date and time from the click event, appends it to the Web prefix. The original URL is then appended after the date and time to form the modified link. The user is then redirected to the archive page with the modified link.
The history feature in this project also modifies links to cached pages. The link modification is done server-side unlike the WayBack machine's client-side link modification.
Yioop Search Engine Software
Yioop is an Open Source, PHP-based search engine software developed at Seek Quarry by Dr. Chris Pollett (Pollett). Yioop allows users to crawl websites and create search indexes for those websites. The indexing of website is done alongside the website crawl. After stopping a crawl, the resultant search engine can be used for querying Yioop (Pollett). Yioop uses the C-based multi-curl library for multi-threading, which it uses to download multiple web pages concurrently. In order to implement cache page validation in Yioop, Yioop's crawl process had to be modified to support extraction and use of cache page validators like Entity Tags and Expires headers.
Yioop's Model
Yioop requires a running web server in order to perform crawls and building search indexes. The major components are listed below. Yioop can work on a single machine and also in a distributed setting. In a distributed setting, each node consists of the components listed below (Pollett).
Name Server:
The Name Server is responsible for coordinating the crawl process. In a distributed setting. The name Server is present in the node that is responsible for coordinating the crawl.
Queue Server:
The Queue Server program is responsible for maintaining a priority queue for URLs. The Queue Server schedules URLs of websites to be downloaded and also adds the downloaded pages to the search index.
Fetcher:
The Fetcher program is responsible for downloading web pages.
How Yioop Works
The Queue Servers create batches of URLs to be downloaded and save them in their respective working directories. The Fetchers periodically look for URLs to be fetched. When found, the Fetchers read in the batch of URLs to be fetched and download the web pages for those URLs. After downloading the web pages, the Fetchers extract information from the web page headers like and create summaries of downloaded web pages. The summaries are then written back to the working directory. The URLs are hashed on to the id of Queue Servers to make sure that the summary data goes to the correct Queue Server. The Queue Servers read the summary data and incrementally add the data to the search index. The URLs extracted from web page summaries are then added to the priority queue. The parameter "a = cache" means that the search is taking place within the cache and the parameter "its = 1336804999" is the timestamp at which the page was cached. When a cache page is requested, Yioop searches for the specified timestamp. If a cached version of a page exists for the specified timestamp, it is displayed. Otherwise, the a "no cache" is returned.
I modified Yioop's code so that if the specified timestamp is not found, Yioop tries to look for a timestamp that is nearest (past or future) to the specified timestamp that has a cached page associated with it. If such a timestamp is found, the cached page is displayed. Otherwise "no-cache" is returned. 
Modifying Links Within Cache Pages
In order to make sure that the links within a cached page also redirect to a cached page, I augmented Yioop's URL canonicalization code so that the links within the cached pages follow the cache search process in 3.1. The only difference is that the if no timestamp with a cached page is found for a link within a cached page, the link redirects to the live page. The link modification is similar to the modification done by the WayBack Machine. The modification however , is done at server-side.
In Figure 7 , the link at the bottom of the page includes the flag "from_cache = true" to indicate that the link is from a cached page. The timestamp is also appended to the link so that it redirects within the cache before going to the live site. The modified link redirects to a cached page as shown in Figure 8 . 
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History UI
The history feature combines the work done in steps 3.2 and 3.3.
Step 3.1 enabled users to navigate from one cache page to another by changing the timestamp parameter in the link. In this step I created a User Interface for navigating through cached pages. The interface works by firs finding links to all cached pages for a given URL. When a cached version of a web page is displayed, links to all cached versions are also displayed. For navigation, the User Interface allows users to select the year and month so that they can choose the time for the cached page. The links display the day and time for each year and month combination. The history feature is controlled by a Toggle link above the extracted headers and summaries link. I developed the history feature using PHP DOM and JavaScript. 
Experiment With Entity Tags, PHP, and cURL
As mentioned earlier, Yioop uses cURL, a library written in C language, for downloading multiple pages concurrently. The second feature of this project uses ETags for validating cached web pages. As the first towards developing the second feature of this project, I
experimented to learn how web pages can be downloaded using cURL and PHP, and also to experiment with different ETag headers. 
Expires Header
The Expires header is also part of HTTP. For a resource, the Expires header has the date after which the resource will expire. The format of the Expires header is as follows (Header 
Modifying Yioop's Fetcher
After learning about Entity Tags and Expires headers, the next step was to modify Yioop so that it extracts ETags and Expires headers from web pages. As mentioned before, when the Fetcher downloads a web page, it extracts information from the web page such as ContentType, Last-Modified etc. As the first step, I added the code for extracting ETags and Expires header for a website to the code that downloads the URL. The ETags and Expires headers were then saved with the website summaries, to be processed by the Fetcher.
Based on the size of the downloaded pages, Yioop's Fetcher periodically writes web page summaries, including extracted URLs to the Name Server so that it can be processed by the Queue Server. This data is written to files that are processed by the Queue Server. Robot data has a lifetime of one day. After one day, the Robot data is deleted and fresh Robot data is downloaded. I modified Yioop's Fetcher so that along with Index and Robot data, Cache page validation data is also sent to the Queue Server. When information is extracted from the header of a web page, the modified code checks if there is an ETag and an Expires header. If either is found, the URL, along with the ETag and/or the Expires header is saved so that it can be written back to the Queue Server as cache page validation data. If no ETag and no Expires header is found, the URL is not saved in cache page validation data. The cache page validation data is then appended to Robot data and Index data, and sent to the Queue Server.
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Disk Access Experiment
According to (WorlWideWebSize.com), the size of the indexed web is at least 14.37 billion pages. In order to validate a similar or number of cached web pages using by Entity Tags and /or Expires tags, it is important that the solution be efficient in both storing the cache page validators (ETags or Expires) headers, and also fast in lookup so that the crawl speed is not affected.
Let us assume that the average length of an ETag and a URL is 32 bytes. Then, in order to store 1 billion URL-ETag pairs, total space required would be (32 + 32) * 1,000,000,000 bytes that is 64,000,000,000 bytes or 64 GB. There are limits on the maximum file size allowed and this limit varies from one file system to another. For example, the ext2 and ext3(second and third extended file systems) allow the maximum file size to be between 16 GB and 2 TB. Sun's ZFS on the other hand, allows maximum file size to be up to 16 Exabytes. The cache page validation feature, apart from being able to work on modern file systems, should also be able to work on file systems where the maximum allowable size is less than the values mentioned above. According to (Comparison of file systems), the lowest maximum allowable file size is 2 GB for file systems like HFS and FAT16. Therefore I chose 2 GB as the size for my disk access experiment.
Using 2 GB as the file size, I conducted the following experiment to estimate a lower bound on the time it takes to look-up values from a file. I populated a file with values written with 4 byte intervals. The values were randomly generated, and were between 1 and 1 million. The first value was written at byte 0, the next one at byte 0 + length of first entry + 4 bytes, and so on. The file was populated to 2 GB.
When the Queue Server produces a fetch batch, the fetch batch consists of 5000 URLs.
Thus, the second feature of this project would require 5000 lookups during scheduling. The 30 lookup should be fast enough so that the crawl speed is not affected. I generated 5000 random numbers along with their offsets within the file that was populated earlier. I did a lookup for those 5000 values and recorded the total time taken for the lookup. Figure 14 shows the results of the disk access experiment. The average time to do 5000 lookups for a file containing values at 4 byte offsets is 0.022 seconds. In order to do 5000 lookups on multiple files would require more time. Thus, the experiment helped me estimate the least amount of time required for doing 5000 lookups.
Data Structure for Cache Page Validators
After estimating the lower bound for doing 5000 lookups, the next step was to select an appropriate data structure for storing cache page validation data. As discussed earlier, 5000 lookups on a huge volume of data would require lookups in multiple files. Therefore, an efficient disk-based data structure would be required to save such large volumes of data and also provide fast lookups.
B-Trees
A B-Tree is a tree data structure that has a high branching factor. The branching factor can be as high as 1000. The branching factor for a B-Tree is decided by a number called the minimum degree of a B-Tree (Thomas H. Cormen, 2001) . If the minimum degree of a B-Tree is min_deg, then Thus, a B-Tree with minimum degree 1001 and height 3 can easily accommodate 100 billion keys. If the root node is kept in memory and each node is a file, then in order to do one lookup, we would access only 3 files. Going back to our assumption about the length of URLs and ETags, the size of a node would be 64 KB.
Due to the above mentioned reasons, I chose the B-Tree data structure for implementing the cache page validation feature. The B-Tree definition used in this project is defined in (Thomas H. Cormen, 2001) . Each node, whether internal, or leaf, stores the complete information which is keys and values. Internal nodes also store links to child nodes. Each internal node of the B-Tree also stores the links to child nodes. Each node has an integer id. Also, each internal node saves links to child nodes. The links are maintained using the node ids. 
Experiments
The aim of the second feature of this project was to experiment with a different feature for cache page validation that uses Entity Tags and Expires headers. This section describes the experiments done with the implemented cache page validation feature. The first experiment determines the impact of the cache page validation feature on the crawl speed. The second experiment measures savings in bandwidth due to ETags and Expires headers. The experiments were conducted in a multiple Queue Server setting using two instances of Yioop.
The tests were conducted on a single machine.
Testing the effect on fetch batch creation time
As mentioned earlier, the Queue Server maintains a priority queue of URLs to be crawled. The Queue Server produces a fetch batch by selecting URLs from the priority queue.
For the first experiment, I recorded the time taken to create fetch batches. First, I crawled 100,000 pages using Yioop, but without the cache page validation feature. Then, I crawled 100,000 pages again using the cache page validation feature. The page re-crawl frequency was set to 3 hours.
The following table gives a comparison of the time taken to write a fetch schedule, measured in seconds for both the Queue Servers. Conclusion: For a 100,000 page crawl, the cache page validation feature was on average slower by 14 seconds due to B-Tree lookup.
Determining effect of cache page validation on bandwidth
The aim of the second experiment was to determine the savings in bandwidth. For this experiment, I recorded the URLs that were not scheduled by the Queue Server because of the expires timestamp being greater than the current timestamp, and the URLs that return HTTP status 304 Not Modified on download due no change in ETag. Then, using cURL, I downloaded the web pages to determine their size. 100,000 web pages were crawled using the same settings used in 8.1.
Findings:
1. Total time taken to crawl 100,000 pages = 8 hours 2. Total number of entries of cache page validation data stored in B-Tree = 54,939
3. Total number of URLs that were not re-crawled due to ETags and Expires headers = 412 4. Savings in MB for the URLs that were not re-crawled = 15.64 MB 5. Most URLs that resulted were not crawled due to ETag/Expires were image files.
Conclusion:
For the 100,000 web page crawl with a re-crawl frequency of 3 hours, the total time taken was 8 hours. A re-crawl frequency of 3 hours means that after every 3 hours, if a URL that has been already downloaded is encountered by the Queue Server, it will be scheduled again. From the figures mentioned above, it can be seen that during the 8 hour crawl,
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only 412 URLs were re-crawled and resulted in a total of 15.64 MB. The number of URLs recrawled URLs is a small fraction of the total URLs with cache page validation data stored in the B-Tree (0.7%). This small fraction resulted in total 15.64 MB savings. Therefore, based on the re-crawl policy, as the number of re-crawled URLs increases, the savings will be more. Also, a large number of URLs that were not re-downloaded were images. This is useful for both Yioop and the source of the image as bandwidth is saved for both when images are not redownloaded. This holds true for other types of documents such as videos and PDF documents. This history feature acts an archive of web pages cached by Yioop's crawler and will provide users with a new functionality capable of performing searches on the entire history of cached pages. The cache page validation slows down the Queue Server but is a promising feature, and a good start towards developing more efficient ways of using ETags and Expires headers for cache page validation. From the experiment, it can be seen that URLs re-crawled using cache page validation feature resulted in savings in bandwidth. The future work includes experimenting with B+ Trees that store all the data in the leaves, experimenting with different crawl policies to determine impact on savings in bandwidth, and testing the cache page validation feature on a multiple Queue Server setting on multiple machines.
